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1. SAY IT WITH ROSES

Take a dozen roses and put one on her pillow, one on her

dresser, one on the television and scatter them throughout the

house. Leave a special note with each one.

2. RIDE A HOT-AIR BALLOON

With a picnic basket, blanket and champagne, take a magical

ride in the sky in a hot-air balloon.

3. DO THE UNEXPECTED

Get tickets to a sporting event for a team he loves. Show interest

in his hobby, or go shopping with her. Remember: Whether

you hate sports or shopping, it’s all about being together.

4. CREATE A POST-IT NOTE TRAIL

Hide special messages inside shoes, inside books, in folded

towels, anywhere they least expect it!

5. LET YOUR FINGERS DO THE WALKING!

Give him or her a full-body massage with candlelight and

favorite beverages. Or hire a masseuse for a professional

massage at home.

6. MAGIC IN A BOX

Did you ever hear of Cracker Jacks with the prize in the box?

Switch the penny prize with a beautiful engagement ring and

wrap the box with red hearts.

7. GET SHIPWRECKED

Rent a rowboat and bring your favorite music and a cooler of

favorite foods. Paddle in the water and play shipwrecked at a

secluded beach or lake resort.

8. PRETEND IT’S YOUR FIRST DATE

Plan an action-filled date with dancing and song. Remember

what it felt like having fun with him or her for the very first

time. Re-enact how you felt when you first met!

9. FIND SOMETHING THEY REALLY WANT

Remember that special thing he/she wanted in that store

window? Get it! Remember that wish? Grant it!
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How do I love thee? 

Here are nine great ideas 

on how you can express 

your love in unique 

and meaningful ways.
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